Using only a few numerical calculations, we give the analytical currentvoltage and charge-voltage characteristics valid for any PBT. The highest unity current gain frequency (f,) corresponding to the current technology is on the order of 30 GHz ; nevertheless, the oscillation frequency can be higher than 100 GHz.
Introduction
There are two types of PBT : the buried base PBT, and the etched groove PBT [I] . The PBT is essentially a two dimensional structure ; it is so impossible to find ab initio analytical expressions for its characteristics. The optimization of the device needs time consuming 2-D programs, and in particular, concerning its frequency limits. In this paper, we show, for the first time, that the modelization of the PBT do not require to have a continuous recourse to a 2-D numerical simulation program, and we give a definitive answer to the high frequency performances of the device. To reach these results : (i) we have worked in the buried base PBT, and (ii) we have utilized the 2-D numerical program (TITAN+JUPIN) of CNET/CNS. Evidently, the PBT is a short channel MESFET. So, we have studied the half period of the structure (. =? ; Fig. 1 ) , and we have supposed that the device is limited in its active zone :
WE + W, ; the device bias are then applied on the limits of these zones ( V ' , and V' ,).
Similitude Laws for Low Collector Bias
We suppose here that in the electron velocity expression : =p,,!?, the mobility is constant. Besides, we adopt the classical hypothesis : (i) SCR totally depleted, (i) at with V,,, and H given by (6) and (5) . These analytical expressions fit very satisfactorily the 2-D simulations (Fig. 2 for example, where the dots correspond to the analytically calculated current). The 2-D simulations allow us to find also an analytical expression for the total charge in the SCR :
we find a. = 0.77.
Small Signal Parameters; Frequency Limits
Using the analytical expressions of current (7) and charge (8), we can calculate : the conductance g,, the transconductance g, and the interelectrode capacitances G,, and C,,. The unity current gain (transition) frequency is then calculated : 
. Conclusion and Remarks

